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An Extra 2.5 Million Dollars

New EPA Standards Require Power Plant Changes
By MARY FORD
The power plant at UMR has
many improvements planned
for it in the near future. Some of
them depend on whether an
additional 2.25 million dollars is
approved
by
Governor
Teasdale.
This
additional
money is needed to meet the
revised
Environmental
Protection Agency's P.S.P.
regulations.
In Fiscal Year 1978-79 the
University of Missouri was
appropriated
from
state
resources five million to install
a new boiler at the Rolla
campus. The 1978-79 program
was to include the following
improvements: 1. Install a new
coal
fired
boiler
with
mechanical fly ash collector in
a new building addition at the
north end of the present heating
plant. Building addition to
conform with existing structure
in design and construction
materials.

2. Install fly ash collector
equipment for control of particulate emissions from existijlg
boilers.
3. Provide new ash unloading
equipment and storage tank
with dustless unloader to serve
new fly ash collectors, new and
existing boilers.
4. Provide new coal storage
and /:Iandling facility.
5. Improve boiler feedwater
treating and pumping facility.
Subsequent to the original
appropriation
the
E.P.A.
modified it's rules introducing
comprehensive
new
requirements for the prevention
of significant air quality
deterioration (PSD regulation).
This EPA change resulted in
the proposed Rolla boiler installation not being in compliance with federal air quality
standards.
The
University
requested Governor Teasdale to
exempt the Rolla installation
from compliance with the PSD
regulations, which is within his

authority under the law;
however, on September 11,1979,
the Governor denied this
request.
Since the September 11th
notification,
University
officials, external consultants,
and the Department of Natural
Resources have been working
together to identify a feasible
approach to resolving this
matter (considering both the
economic and environmental
challenges l. The result of this
work is a revised plan that will

comply with EPA regulations
while giving the plant a wide
range of fueling possibilities
with the primary energy source
being a combination of Missouri
fuels, coal and wood chips. The
addition of wood chips is due to
the high sulfur and ash content
of Missouri coal. Wood, a lowsulfur fuel, will be used in a two
to one volume ratio with coal in
the boiler. Because of this new
requirement of wood, a wood
chip "Flo-matic" storage bin
will have to be added. This

addition is causing some
problems, for instance fitting it
in the already cramped area
around
the
power
plant.
Blueprint
revIsions
are
currently being made.
Included in the request for the
additional 2.25 million is;
$500,000 to meet unanticipated
inflationary costs, $509,000 to
accommodate
additional
equipment required by EPA,
PSD regulations, and $1,241,000

(Cont. on pg. 3)
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Theatre, Music Poll
Results Evaluated
By MIKE DUNNERMANN

Last weekend the UMR campus was the sight of 24th Annual South Central Missouri
Science and Engineering Fair. Cheryl Kentch of Willow Springs was the grand prize
winner with a study about the effect of valium on humans and bacteria.
( Photo by Cook)

Federal Financial Aid--

Middle Class Feels Pinch
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
High interest rates and
President Carter's new antiinflation program may soon
make it harder for middle class
students to get federal financial
aid.
Carter's
anti-inflation
program includes a proposal to
stop aid to 450,000 of the 1.8
million
studenls
currently
covered under the Middle Income
Student
Assistance
Program, which went into effect in November, 1978.
Bowman Cutter of the OUice
of Management and Budget
10MB) says the administratio'n
hopes to expand aid to students
from poor families as it cuts
assistance to middle income
students.
Before the middle income
_ , ~tudent program, only students

from families earning less than
$15,000 per year could qualify
for aid. The new law raised the
limit to $25,000.
A full third of the student
body at the University of
Houston, for example, now
receives aid. Financial aid at
the University of Kansas has
increased by 70 percent since
the law was signed.
Cutter says that the . system
has been abused, however.

when . he or she pays seven
percent interest. The government pays the difference between seven percent and the
interest rate the bank normally
charges
its
non-student
customers.
The guaranteed loan program
has become increaSingly costly
for the government because
recent student loans, Cutter
says, average around 15 percent interest.
The
government
consequently pays more interest eight percent than the
student, something Cutter calls
"unacceptable ...
Cutter adds that "a disturbing" number of students have
borrowed more money than
they actually needed for college

Most of the aid distributed to
middle income families has
come
through
guaranteed
loans. The student arranges for
a loan from a local bank, while
the government guarantees
that the loan will be repaid. The
student makes no payments on
on Page 2)
the loan untjl _afler _g~ad~a~i!?n_1 _ . - ( Continued
..

- .. -

The results of the student
questionnaire on the proposed
UMR
Auditorium-MusicAlumni Building have been
evaluated. From the results,
most students now attending
UMR feel that knowledge and
appreciation of the arts is
important to their profeSSional
ambitions and future roles in
life.
During high school most
students attended live performances rather than those
presented on television. Many
took part in the production but
hel'e at UMR only 5 percent are
active
in
Theater
Guild
Productions.
PartiCipation
should increase with ·the new
building (rather than Centennial Hall or St. Pat's
Ballroom which are now being
used l. Student suggestions for
this new facility include soft
seating for 800-4000 persons,
better acoustics and a large
formal reception area.
The partiCipants in the music
nrogram at UMR sugp:est that

the new building have instruments available, storage
spaces for students who own
their own eqUipment, listening
rooms and special recording
areas.
Over 85 percent of the
students surveyed stated they
will return to UMR as alumni.
Suggestions here were made
that would allow guided tours of
all the campus facilities and
included plays and-or concerts
as entertainment. Those special
productions
listed
include
Ballet, Muppets, Chorus Line,
Professional
Symphonies,
Musicals and Theater.
The' last question on the
survey delt with architectural
design. There
a wide range
of style, from all glass and steel
to traditional brick. An energy
efficient structure was also
mentioned.

was

The results of this survey will
be considered while the design
for the new building is being.
drawn up. The Alumni Office
wishes to thank the students for
their cooperation and help.

Looking For The
April Fool's Edition?

SoAre We! ! !
This Missouri Miner Extra Exclusive
Bonus Will Be In The April 18th
Edition Of The Paper, So A t Least
You Have Something To Look
Forward To After Spring Break
Besides Finals Week (

Page 20
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Answers

Puzzle

Thursday, January 31, 1980
( Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
en.m.n JilUlitAC' 'M nrnhlo""
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Hurts Aid '
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('cont. from
1)
under ~ program beca~ the
interest rllte is so low.
.;
"They ·can get seven percent
money . under the guaranteed
loan program," he explains,
"but they can't get loans at less
than 14 or 15 percent elsewhere.
We {ear that some students are
trying to use the federal
government as their bank. That
is not the intent . of the
program."
I
An aide to Rep. William Ford,
who heads the House postsecondary
education
subcommittee, says the powerful
Ford has not decided how he
would vote on Carter's proposal
to cut guaranteed loan funding.
He did say that inflation has
weakened the effort to help
middle income families. "The
act was intended to help
families decrease the percentage (of their income) they
must use for education" the
aide, who requested anonymity,
recalled. "Because of inflation,
the percentage is going up or
staying the same. Either
colleges are charging more, or
people are getting cost-of-living
increases that push them over
the ($25,000) limit. Those who
might have benefitted (from the
program) may no longer be
qualifying for it."
The Carter administration is,
moreover, trying to cut the
average amount of the loans
from $2200 to $1600.
The
administration
also
wants to concentrate more on
making direct loans to students.
Cutter says 'the advantage is
that direct loans are "easier to
collect," and that they can be
more readily funnelled to
studE!nts from poorer families.

TONIG!1r's M()vlE"
"QUintet" is a remarkable visual 'txperience, evep lor Robert'Altman , the
InternatiolNllly-awarded director 01 '.'M-A-S-H" /lDd " Nashviiie".
"Quintet" js an unusual journe.y InlP the gi~t-world ,ol symbol, where
terrible things occur calmly. In a Irozen city, II Irozen world. 5eal-hunlel
Essex (Paul Newman I discovers thi! only pastime lell to the lew survivors oi
\he final ice age : QUintet. When Newman D'lcovers the real stakes. his
hunter's cunning is challenged. In Jhis mesmerizing atmosphere 01 utter
cold. secret. shilting betrayals arc! consummated brutally . Quintet is
grotesque. beautilul. and strangely real. as only a-dream can be. Shown in G·
6 Old Chemistry Building at 7:30. $2 at the door.
M.cJ.UB
M-Club will have a meeting Thursday. April 3 W7:00 p.m . in room 121 M,E .
Relreshments will be served and a ll members are'u rgefl to attend.
ASTRONOMY CLUB
The Astronomy Club 01 SPS will meet Thurs. April 3rd at 7:00 in 104
Physics. Dr. Senne 01 Civil Engineering will speak on grazing occultations.
and we will observe one outside Rolla right alter the meeting. New laces are
always welcome.

SUNDAY
BlKE-A-THON
Cystic Fibrosis loundation 01 SI. Louis is lJaving a bike-a-thon Sunday.
April 20, 1l:00 a .m . at Ber Juan Park. P ledge lorms can be picked up at the
student center inlormation counter.

MONDAY
COMMUNICATION' CLUB
There wiUbe a meeting 01 the Comm unication Club on Monday, April 14 at
3 :45 p. m . in room G-4 o!the Library .

TUESDAY

TAU BETA PI
'I'htire will be a Tau Beta Pi'meetlng. Tuesday . April 15 at 7:90 in G-5 01 the
·Humanities-Social Science Building. ' Ollicers lor" next year will be
nominat!!d.
•...

..

WEN~sDAY
CAVING CLUB
Tile M.S.M. Spelunker's Club meets Wej1nesday at 6: 15 in 305 Norwood.
UMR SPORT PARAOHUTE CLUB
On Wednesday. April 16. the Sport Parachute Club will hold a meeting in
ROQm G-5 H-SS at 7:30 p.m. Business wi!1 illj:lude election.ol club ollicers and
the sale 01 club equipment to club members. In,.truction lees are known and
will be revealed. T·shirts will be sold. This is the last meeting belore jump
season starts. All members should attem;!. ~veryone is welcome.

NODAY
TKE GASOLINE RAFFLE
To benelit the Rolla Cerebral Palsy School. Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
is sponsoring their annual gaSOline ralne. Tickets are 50 cents each and are
available Irom any Teke. First prize is 40 gallons. second price is 25 gallons
and third prize is to gallons.
1980 GRADUATES:
ORDER OF THE ENGINEER
Engineering graduates and prospective May & July graduates are cordially invited to join " The Order of the Engineer".
You May choose to partiCipate in either of the two ceremonies which will be
held Tuesday, April 29 and Wednesday, April 30, 1980, in the Mark Twain
Room of the University Center at 4:00 p .m.

There is no cost to partiCipate in the ceremony and receive the printed
creed to sign. Should you desire to wear the stainless steel ring as a symbol of
the order, the cost is $5.00 (most dol.
Rings may be purchased ahead of time in the School of Engineering Dean's
Office, 101 Engineering Research Laboratory. Please go there and order

your ring as soon as possible. Any questions can be answered there a Iso.

t-!!i!fo(~t~~~ _
Evenings 8 & 9:25

CHI EPSILON
Chi Epsilon. the National Civil Engineering Honor ~'raternity, will have a
general membership meeting Tuesday. April 15 at 4:30 p.m. in room 117 CEo
Nominations 01 ollicers lor the fall semester will be opened. All members
and pledges are urged to attend. Scholarship applications are due April 21.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
The SoCiety 01 Women Engineers is holding their annual banquel at 6: 30 on
Tuesday, April 22 . The banquet will be at the Pubmobile and leatures Mr.
Vince Pasquerello Irom General Electric as the guest speaker. The price 01
tickets is only $1.00 lor members, as well as non-members. Tickets may be
purchased Irom Mindy Pautler at the Quad, Sue Morris at T.J .. or stop by the
Minority Enginee ring Ollice. building T·23. All guests are welcome.

An Ameri c an Dream

Becomes a

~ve

Story

c-I'm.o-:s
I>,,\ljC.HTEIl ~ FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ROLLA DRIVE-IN
Open 6:30

4 Great Movies-7 Great Stars!

I. "Com'oy"
2. "Semi-Tough"
3. "Crime Busters"
4. "Corvette Summer"

(~U!!!!!!M~R~C~o~o~p~e~r~a~te~s~1n~C~e~n~s~u~s!!!!!!ll~

ULliMAlE HORROR
In cooperation with the
United States Bureau of the
Census, packets containing
Individual Census Reportforms
will be distributed to all
residents of University of
Missouri-Rolla dormitories,
leased housing and fraternities
and sororities on Monday, April

lDHVERS I TY OF Hl SSOUR t~ltOLU.
FRATERNI TI ES AN D SORORITIES

CENSUS TlHE SCHEDIJ1.£
APRIL 16

14.

$2.95
Signet

Forum Plaza

-~~---

Rolla

Open 9 to 9

364·5432

Students are asked to complete the forms by Wednesday,
April 16, and return them to
their resident assistants or to an
appointed officer of their
fraternity or sorority.
Enumerators from
the
Census Bureau will visist each
motel, dorm and house on April
16 to collect the completed
forms and answer any questions
about the census that students
might have.
If a student has not completed
his or her form by April 16, it
will be up to the individual to
schedule an appointment with
the enumerator for April 17.
Enumerators
will
be
available at each location according to the attached
schedules.

N"-KE OF FRATERNI T Y

ADDRESS

1:00 P.H.
8:00 P. I1 .
9:00 P.I1.

KappIIIAlpha
Be t aS!g_p"t
De l ta S l gIM Phi
Alphlll [pal Ion P t
SIg.a Till ... G3..a
bPPlil Slg_

13 f nte rnJtyDrlve
14 fr aternity Drive
IS frat erni t y Drive
170 1 White Co I Ullll' Or lve'

4 : 00 P.H.
5:00 P./'t.
6:00 P./'t.

Acac!a
Slpaa Phi [pailon
Tr langlC'

508 Welt 8th Street
801 Parlr. S tr eet
801 State Street

4:00 P. /'t .
5:00 P. /'t .
6:00 P./'t.

PhI ltappa Theta
Tau ltappa Epsilo n
PI Kappa Alpha

707 Sta t e Street
1 107 State Stree t
9th & Blahop

4:00
5:00
6:00
1:00
8:00

P. /'t .
P. /'t .
P. /'t .
P. I'I .
P. /'t .

Alpha Phi Alpha
L~da Chi Al pha
PI Kappa Phi
Chi Ome ga
Th etA XI

Hvy . 63 at £1.

4:00
5:00
6:00
1:00
8:00

P.I'I.
P. M.
P. /'t .
P. I'I .
P. I'I .

Itappa Delta So ror i ty
Sig_ P I
Zeta Tau Al pha
SIp" Nu fra t e rn i t y
Del t a Ta u De lt a

130 1 El .. S t reet
206 , 208 Eaa t 12th Street
204 Eaa l 12 th S tree t
1007 Ha ln St r ee t
Rt. 4 . Box )21, Vienna Rd.

4:00 P.H.
5:00 P.H.
6:00 P.I1.

II Fnternlty Drive
12 Fnternlly Dri ve

1705
1704
1607
1605

Pine
Pine
Pi ne
Pine

S tr e'et
St r eet
St r e'et
St reet
S tr eet

RESIDENCE KAU.s AND LEASED HOUSI NC
ENUKERATOR

APRIL 16
TIME

LOCATION

4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9 :00

Little Piney (Roo. 5 - RA)
Piau Hotel (Rcoo. 20 - ItA)
Carnahan Hall - Loun ge Ar.a
Kano r Inn ( Roola 5 19 - ItA)
R.... tlc !totel (Roo. JIo - ItA)
Interata t e Hotel (Roo. 17 - RA )

P.H.
P.H.
P. H.
P.H.
P. H.
P.H.

2' l

4:00 - 9/00 P. H.

Thoalla Je rre ra on Hall - Lou ng e At ea

,"

4:00 - 9 :00 P. I'I .

Ke l ly Hd l - Offi ce

OFS Audits Organizations
By KEN HARDY
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Student Council
Officers Elected
By ROGER M. RAKERS
The UMR Student Council has
elected its new officers for the
1980-81 year.
Dale S. McHenery has been
reelected as president of
Student Council after serving
for the past year in this office.
Dale is a senior in chemical
engineering from Pi Kappa
Alpha. The new vice president
is Daryl W. Seck. Daryl is a
sophomore from Phi Kappa
Theta and is majoring in
engineering management.
Student Council's executive
committeeman for next year is
Bill Jones a sophomore in

metallurgical engineering and
is from Lambda Chi Alpha.
Karen S. Angert is the newly
elected Treasurer. She is a
freshman, is presently an undecided engineer, and is from
T.J. Kimberly S. Signorino has
been elected to the office of
secretary. She is a sophomore
in electrical engineering and is
from Zeta Tau Alpha.
In an interview with Daryl W.
Seck the newly elected vice
president, Daryl said, "I would
like to see' Student Council
become more visible on campus. There is a lot of 'behind the
scenes' work that Student
Council does that students are
not aware of."

This year, for the first time,
the Office of Financial Services
is requiring a financial audit
statement to be filed by all
student organizations. Wallace
C. Craig, Manager of Financial
Services, said that audits will
be required to fulfill the administration's interpretation of
existing university policy.
Paragraph VII of the Student
Organization
Regulations
states :
"Any
student
. organization which receives all
or part of 'its financial support
from the sale of tickets, subscriptions,
advertising,
or
otherwise than from its own
members, is required to make a
complete audit of its accounts
at least once during each school
year, and to submit each audit
to the Chancellor for his approval, after which the audit
shall be published in the
'Missouri Miner'. The Finance
Office will supervise such
audits."
Included under the criteria
above are, among others, the
st. Pat's Board, the Missouri

New Driving Range To Open
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
Sometime in April the
University of Mo. Rolla will
open its new driving range on
the campus golf course.
The facility, which will be the
only one of its kind within a 30mile radius of Rolla, will be
open to the general public. It
will be located near the
clubhouse and lighted for use
from 8-11 p.m. daily. A bucket
of 35 balls will cost 75 cents.

The new driving range is
expected to double the use of
~xisting golf course facilities.
Its addition to the University
will give everyone an opportunity to develop and
sharpen their golfing skills.
The range which is intended
for both woods and irons will be
approximately 300 yards long
and about 150 yards wide. The
tee area will be elevated and
accommodate
10
hitting
stations. The actual area will
cover the first fairway and the

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at R olla~
Missouri . The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the students
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rough area between the first
and third fairways.
As the new addition of the
facility to the golf course will
not hinder the normal play in
any manner, but what has
caused problems is the excess
vandalism of the property.
Over St. Pat's someone used a
stick and destroyed the no. 2
green and earlier this month a
number of vehicles drove over
greens 5, 8 and 9. Repair has
begun, but the cold weather
only makes grass grow slower.

and
the
service
Miner,
fraternities. Social fraternities
and other organizations, which
operate on funds supplied only
from their memberships, are
not to be included in the present
audits.
Craig said that the auditing
process is meant to be a service, not a burden, to those
organizations affected. He cited
the need for a standard acan
counting
method
in
organization whose treasurer
and
other
administration
change every year. The purpose
of this program is to help the
organizations
maintain
a
uniform continuity in accounting practices.
The financial statements, due
at the end of the organizations'
current fiscal year, will be
reviewed by the Office of
Financial Services.
Where
needed, the Office of Financial
Services
will
help
the

Final Exam Schedl!le
The final exam period will begin Monday, May 1 2, 1980, at
'1: 3 0 a.m . and end at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, May 17, 1980 .
Common
fin a ls are scheduled for those courses listed in Section I I
below.
Room assignments for common finals; will be announced
by the instructor .
The courses not covered in Sect ions I , II! I I I are to be
arr anged by the l..nstructor l..n c oop e rat~on wl.th the students
l..n that course.
I.
II ,

Evenin g Cour se Finals are
seSSl..on durl..ng flonal I<le ek.

COURSE

CE 102 A. 8
CE 218 A , B
CE 261 A , C
C Sc 73, 163, 2 53
C Sc 74
C Sc 8 3 , 183

C Sc 218
C Sc 260
EE 61, 63, 2 43 A. 8
EE2078, C
EE 2 11 A, B
EE 251 A, B, C ! D

EE 25 3 A, 8
EE 26 7 A , B
££27 3 8 , D
En g r Me ch 50. 1 50
En g r f1 ec h 110
Geo l En g r 50
His t 60 , 11 2 , 176
Life Sci 1
Math 2 . 4 , 8 , 21 , 22
Mat h 6
ME 219, 231
ME 227
HI: 229
ME 261
ME 279
Phys 21 , 23 , 2 11, 25
III .

sch~dul e d

for the evening

Common final s include all se c tions unless othenlise
stated.
(Room to be schedule by Registrar>
Chern Engr 237
Chern Engr 262 A, B

New Rules
Raise Power
Plant Cost
( Continued from Page 1)
for a type of boiler that will
burn Missouri coal and wood
chips. The additiona l $1 ,241,000
to b'Jrn Missouri fuels is
justified not only from the
positive impact that it has on
Missouri's economy. but the
investment has a pay-back
period in fuel cost savings of
approximately five and one-half
years.
The improved power plant
won't be in operation until the
summer
of
1982
(an
estimation L Most of the major
work will be done over the next
three summers , when heating
campus buildings
is not
necessary.
These improvements are
important because the power
plant provides heat to all
buildings on campus, the Quad
and the Multi-Purpose building .
If there were any major heating
problems at the plant,. entire
buildings would have to be shut
off.
.

organization develop a method
of bookkeeping suitable to the
needs
of
the
individual
organization.
The type of organizations
included in the regulation are so
because of their connection with
and reliance on the community
external to their memberships.
Craig said that the image of the
University is affected by the
certain
operation
of
organizations. The appearance
of any financial improprieties
could cast the University as a
whole in a bad light.
This being the first year of the
audits,
the university
is
presently working on deterstudent
mining
which
organizations will be required
to participate and which will be
excluded. Craig said that the
process will place an added
burden on the staff, but there
should be no problems in
handling the extra work.

fINAL EXAM T.IME
Tuesday 10 : 00 12:00
WedneSday 1: 00- 3: 0 0
Thursday 3: 30-5 : 30
Thursday 3 : 30-5: 30
Tuesday 10: 00 - 12: 00
Tue sday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 10 : 00-12: 00
Thursday 10 : 00 - 12:00
Honday 1 0 :00-1 2 :0 0
\o1ednesday 7: 30 - 9: 30
Wedn esday 7: 30- 9 : 30
Ho n d a y 1 0:0 0 -1 2 :00
Thursda y 3: 3 0 - 5: 3 0
Thur s day 3: 30-5: 30
Tues da y 3:30-5:30
We d nes da y 1: 0 0-3; 0 0
Tues day 10: 00- 1 2: 00
Tu esda y 1 0 : 00-1 2 : 00
Mo n d a y 10 :0 0 - 1 2 : 00
Thursday 10:00 - 1 2 : 00
Hednesday 7: 30 ., 9 : 30
Thursday 3 : 30 - 5 : 30
!1onday 10 : 00 -1 2 : 00
Hednesday 1 : 00 - 3 : 00
\Olednesday 7: 30 - 9 : 36
Thursday 10 : 00 - 12'00
Thursday 3 : 30 - 5 : 30
f>londay 7: 30 - 9: 30
T uesday 3 : 30 - 5 : 30
Hednesday 1 : 00 - 3 : 00

Regu l ar Fi nals
rJRST WEEKLY CLASS
HEETING TIME
Mon day 7 : 30
Mo n day 8 : 05 or 8 : 30
Honday 9 : 30
Honday 10 : 30
Monday 1 1: 30
"'onday 12: 30
Monday 1 : 30
l10nday 2 : 30

fINAL EXAM TIME
Monday 7 : 30 9 : 30
Wednesday 10 : 00 - 12 00
Thursday 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
Thursday 1 : 00 - 3 : 00
T uesday 1: 00 - 3: 00
Monday 1 : 00 - 3 : 00
friday 10 : 00 - 12 : 00
friday 3 : 30 - 5:30

Tuesday
TueSday
T uesday
Tuesday
T u e s da y
Tu eSda y

friday 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
Mo n day 3 : 30 - 5 : 30
Fr iday 1: 00 - 3 : 00
Tu esda y 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
\-1ednesd a y 3 : 3 0- 5: 30
Sa t urday 7: 3 0 - 9 : 30

8 : 05 or 8:30
9 : 30
1 0 : 30
11: 05 or 11: 30
1 2 : 30
1: 30 or 2: 0 5

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m .-9 p .m ,

Forum Plaza

6 Oz . Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast .
Free Ice Cream.
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Becoming PoorMillionares
For instance, in 1977 the cent. you will have to earn
typical family of four made approximately 17 percent on
$15.000 and paid 9 percent of this your savings just to break even.
income to the federal govern- It is not surprising that saving
ment in income tax. If the in· money has ceased to be an
flation rate averages just 7 attractive option for most of us ..
We are on our way to percent a year, and this
becoming
a
land
of family's income increases at Splurging Americans
millionaires. If you do not the same rate, by 1987 the
Right now we are saving less
achieve this once exalted federal income tax will claim 18
than 5 percent o[ our disposable
income, one of the lowest
savings rates in our nation's
history and by far the lowest
savings rate among the major
industrial nations of the world.
In Japan. for example. almost
25 percent of disposable income
is saved and this savings rate is
Thursday, April 3, 1980
over 15 percent in West Germany. The result is that Japan
MISSOURI MINER
and West Germany, as well as
many other countries. have
Page 4
been
increasing
their
productivity
much
more
rapidly than has the U.S .. where
status. almost surely your percent of their income. Even productivity has increased
though their before tax income hardly at all in the last few
children or grandchildren will.
If, for example. you currently will have stayed even with
years. For lower savings means
earn $20,000 a year and inflation inflation, in terms of what this lower investment; lower in·
continues at 14 percent per year family can buy with its after tax vestment in capital and
(as this is being written the income they will be ap· eqUipment
means
lower
inflation rate is exceeding 14 proximately 9 percent worse productivity means less wealth.
percent in many parts of the off. And this does not consider
Why has so little been done to
country). you will be earning the inflationary impact of state, control inflation? It is not
$1,280.00 a year in 30 years, if local and social security taxes because no one knows how to
you keep up with inflation. If on their spendable income.
control it. Economists have
your net worth is $75,000 and it
This is not all . Because of known for centuries that inkeeps up with inflation you will inflation you are also losing on flation is caused by increasing
have a net worth of $1.200,000 in your savings account. By the money supply more rapidly
just 20 years. Unfortunately. in federal law banks and savings than the increase in produc·
25 years a $1 burger will cost and loan associations are not tivity. Only by controlling the
$32, a $10 shirt will cost $320. a permitted to pay much over 5 money supply can inflation be
$25 pair of shoes will set you percent on pass book accounts. controlled. And since the money
back $800. a $5.000 car will So if you have $1000 in a savings supply is controlled by the
require $160,000 and a $75,000 account earning 5:Y. percent. federal government inflation
house will be selling for after one year your savings. can be controlled by our
including interest, will be worth representatives in Washington
$2.400.000.
So there will be little ad· less than the $1000 is now. In one
if they chose to do so.
vantage in being a millionaire. year you will have $1057.50 in
Unfortunately. it is very
. But if your income keeps up your savings account, (ignoring popular to vote for expanded
with riSing prices. something daily compounding of interest>
government programs on the
that seems to be increasingly but if inflation is 10 percent it one hand. while voting for tax
harder to do. should not you at will take $1100 in a year to buy
reductions on the other. This
least be staying even? The an· what $1000 will buy today.
necessarily results in the '
swer is no. Inflation is going to
budget deficits that have
do more than just make you a Government Taxes
become the trade· mark of the
millionaire. it is going to make
federal government.
you a poor millionaire.
To the injury of inflation
The federal government has
Under the existing tax system government adds' insult by Irun a defiCit in 18 o[ the last 19
as your inflationary income taxing you on your loss. Even years, managing to spend 380
increases you will be forced into though the $57.50 in interest on billion dollars more than it has
higher income tax brackets. your $1000 savings did not keep raised in taxes. The. enormous
Your income may keep up with up with inflation the govern· size of the recent deficits has
inflation but you will be able to ment treats it as income and made it impossible to cover
buy less than before because a levies a tax on it. So that. if you them
entirely
through
larger share of your income will have a taxable income of $26.000 borrowing. The alternative has
be going to the government.
and the inflation rate is 9 per·

By DWIGHT R. LEE
Dr. Lee Is Professor of
Economics
at
Virginia
Polytechnic
and
State
University

Comments

been for the i"ederal Reserve
System to cover the remaining
debt by creating new money. In
recent years approximately 40
percent of the federal deficits
have been covered through the
creation of money. The result
has been a rapid growth in the
money supply and the longest
inflation in our nation's history.
But hope for containing in·
flation is not completely un·
founded. People are becoming
increasingly knowledgeable as
to the source of inflation and
painfully aware of its costs.
Politicians are filially beginning to get the message thal
their constituents are serious
about . reducing governmental
are
extravagance.
and
responding.
if
somewhat
reluctantly.

Changes Are Due
There

is

increasing

....... .-: .:.

en-

thusiasm for changes. such as
the balanced budget amend· .
ment and across the board
expenditure restrictions, which
will make it more difficult for
the federal budget to increase
relative to the size of the rest of
the economy. Whatever the
merit
of
these
specific
proposals. until some discipline
is imposed on the political
process .. swollen budgets and
increasing inflation will con·
tinue to be the news out of
Washington. But if we ' let our
political representatives know
that we have had it with inflation and the undisciplined
government spending behind it.
then just maybe we can prevent
our children from becoming
millionaires.

(c) Public Research,
dicated, 1980

~.: .

"

....... :-:.:. ............ .

(@nce Jtpnn 1\ mime
The people have asked the 20th century gods to ensure an
absolutely risk-free diet.

The "Of Rats And Men" Method
Take twenty rats and feed them saccharin as 5 percent of
their diet. (This Is the equivalent of 875 bottles of diet soft
drinks a day for an adult human.) When three of the twenty
rats develop bladder tumors which "appear to be
malignant," remove saccharin from the list of producls
recognized as safe for human consumption (as the FDA did). ,
Ignore the study that found that sugar Is 375 times more
likely to produce cancer than saccharin.
Discover that nllrate, when fed to rats in doses equivalent
to a human eating 15,145 pounds of bacon a day for a lifetime,
may cause cancer. Threaten to curtail the use of nitrate when
curing meat (thus adding to the rtsk of botulism) despite the
fact that another study found that cured meat represents
only 2 percent of the total human exposure to nitrate. An
estimated 80 percent of human nitrate consumption comes
from natural sources such as spinach, lettuce, and celery.
And so the people continue to ask [or more solutions
through regulations. and the 20th century gods continue to
grant their wishes.
Sources :
Reason : January 1973 .
Atlantic.June 1979
U .S. News & World Report. October 23. 1971l,
The Progr essive. February 1979.

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

~,

Copley Newl Servic e

Syn-

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878
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Where Is Your Miracle Carburetor?

American Ingenuity - EPA Style
There has been a carburetor
in existence since 1971 that will
reduce your gas consumption
by 5 percent to 10 percent. But it
is not available to you. This
carburetor meets all pollution
standards set by the EPA
(Environmental
Protection
Agency) for the year 1982 and it

promotes an engine performance as good or better than
a 1973 Chevy . .In addition, it
performs better on cold starts
and eliminates the need for the
air
pump and oxidation
catalyst, thus resulting in a cost
saving of over $100 per car.
It
is
called
the

DRESSERATOR INDUCTOR
SONIC CARBURETOR. It is
the product of Dresser Industries
with
corporate

maintenance can be accomplished easily by existing
auto
service
mechanics.
Operating life is said to be equal

Emissions
01
Model Cars

Emissions With
Dresaerator
Carburetor-' •

La,,,,,,

Pollutants

HYDRO CARBONS

0.41 gpm

1.5 gpm

(gTarns per mile)

Poll Protester
By RICH ALLINSON
National News Bureau

ever make.

CARBON MONOXIDE
NITROGEN OXIDE

15.0 gpm

3.4 gpm

2.0 gpm

0.4 gpm

••• In addition to less emissions, the engine performance of • Chevy 350
in} with the Dremerator Carburetor is equal or bener than a 1973
Chevy - unlike the inferior engine performance or America's recent
model cars.

Dresserator Carburetor
better than the 1971 issue.

is

But the real reason you still
don't have access to this carburetor involves the EPA. To
investors, the EPA stands as a
barrier. In order for a
manufacturer to mass produce
these carburetors, they must
"tool up", develop the means of
producing the parts en masse.
The investment is expensive.
And because the EPA has a
history
of
changing
the
emission standards required by
law (commission law by fiat);
investors are reluctant to take
the risk when the odds are high
that the EPA will change the
emission standards again.

Given our obvious conLast night I became an in- trariness, we probably do not
visible American. A non- rank the Rev. Billy Graham and
Farrah Fawcett at the top of our headqullrters in Dallas, Texas.
statistic. How exhilarating.
to or better than conventional
It performs best when used carburetors.
It happened innocently "most admired Americans "
That's American ingenUity enough. The caller identified - list; we may not be convinced with a commercial three-way
Why after 9 years haven 't you
that all poor people are lazy; catalyst, and can be mass and I been able to apply this bit EPA style.
herself as a representative of a
public opinion survey on behalf and our highest personal goal produced at a cost no greater of American ingenuity to our
How many other fuel saving
of the New York Times. Without may even be something besides than a conventional carburetor. cars? Some will say it needed devices are being kept orr the
thinking, I said I simply did not owning a swimming pool and a Design is simple with few improvements. It stands to market because of the changing
moving parts - repair and reason
Trans Am.
that
the
latest mood of the EPA?
care to participate.
Showing off some of the tricks
they must teach in inThe polls take care to include
terviewers' school, she per- representative samples of
sisted. But not even my natural every
age,
ethnic
and
sympathy for another human ideological group, but they don't
being trying legally to make a know a goddam thing about
1107 Pin. 36"'~3U
buck could stay me from my what goes on in the minds of
appointed course.
millions of poll-boycotters like
Rollo, Missouri
I hung up.
myself. Therefore, poll results
Those of us who decline to be are
invariably
skewed,
Open 1 p.m.-l a.m. doily
polled (do the pollsters label us unrepresentative,. and invlaid.
"no~shows,tt
"nixies,"
"refuseniks," or something
Which means we don't have to
Hot Sandwiches • Hot Chili Made Daily
more derogatory?) probably do bother paying attention to them
so for the most mundane ever again.
reasons - perparing dinner (a8
I was), sleeping, feeling
generally grouchy, that sort of
thing.
But behind our unwillingness
to be interviewed I would like to
believe there lurks a more lofty
motive.
Perhaps we recoil from
spewing out our opinions like
coins from a one-armed bandit.
Or maybe we don't care to see
our views, arrived at after some
quantum of mental labor,
compressed and trimmed
around the edges to fit the
survey's prearranged
categories.
If he'd only asked. You see, that's what c~unselors
We could even be regarded as
are for. They can help you plan your career before
abstainers from the ultra-hype,
you graduate. Which is precisely the topic of our
fast-fad, instant-replay trennext issue of "Insider"-the free supplement to your
diness that dominates most of
college newspaper from Ford.
our public discourse today,
thanks, in part, to the polls.
We'll tell you how counselors can help take the
More than the poor and
mystery out of planning a successful career. By
unemployed - who, after all,
figuring out what you're best suited for . .. and then
are at least counted, if unhelping you go after it. Success doesn't have to
dercounted - we unpollables
be a big secret-if you plan it right.
are truly invisible. We don't
even qualify as "don't knows."
And while you're checking out the next issue of
And therein lies our true
" Insider, " be sure to check out Ford 's exciting
significance.
lineup for 1980. They've got some great ideas for
We are the one and only group
getting you wherever you're going, in style.
which, by definition, is not included in the ever-proliferating
"Inslder"-Ford's continuing series of
torrent of surveys revealing
college newspaper supplements is coming
WHAT THE AMERICAN
next week. Look for it.
PEOPLE THINK about every
conceivable topic. Assuming
that we naysayers comprise a
significant minority, say 10 or
20 percent of those contacted,
FORD D(VISION _ _
our nonparticipation could well
upset
virtually
every
pronouncement the pollsters

Shaft

Johnecucr-

couldn't
-de between
Marine Biology

anclLaw.

His counselor
could have helpeel.

FORD

Busch on Tap
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It Happened Here
50 years ago this week
Jackling Foundation established at MSM , two separate funds to
total over $100,000 ,
25 years ago this week
Dr. Schiester announced new head of MSM Student Hospital.

( Photo by Bra un )

"I'm only here for the beer!"

Marshall Tucker

15 years ago this week
UMR's Infirmary to receive improvement funds ,
5 years ago this week
Chancellor Bisplinghoff kidnapped, ransomers ask for fee
reduction.

Tenth

Yr

it

March - Kidney Month

II

b

i iil
j,'!I''"

Tenth is an appropriate
designation for the latest
Marshall Tucker Band album
in more ways than one . Ask
any numerologist-ten is
the number signifying fullness, excellence and perfection . The music laid down by
the band from Spartanburg,
S.C .. on their second LP for
Warner Bros. Records, is all
this and mo re. It marks a
further expa nsion of the
alluring jazz directions heard
on their smash Warners
debut Running Like The
Wind, as well as an exhilarating co nsolidation of their
rock and rhythm roots.
Tenth comes at an auspicious juncture in this
eminent American band's
career, a fresh so und at the
start of a new decade .
Over all the years of the
group's collective existence,
through each of thei r albums, one of the secrets of
The Marshall Tu cker Band's
success has been the di fficulty of defining their music . There is, quite literally,
something for everybody in
The
Marshall
Tucker
sound .
Even the members of the
band have divergent opInions on the subject. Bassist
Tommy Ca ld well says the
music is ·country-jazz.' His
brother and lead guitarist
Toy Cladwell thinks of the
group as 'a real progressive

country band .' Rhythm
guitarist George McCorkle
prefers the designation 'an
American rock 'n' roll band'
which plays 'traditional
American music.' He prefers
producer Stewar t Levine's
description as a 'countryjazz band.' The important
thing is that all these divergent influences me ld into the
unique ly infectious Mar sha ll
Tucker brew .
" I don't thi nk there'll ever
be six cats that get alo ng
this well," ventures Tommy
Ca ldwell on the subject of
the band's ten year association . "To me, thi s is the
tightest band that ever was
or ever will be on stage."
"We've always had fun
playing together, " adds
Doug Gray. "We're a 20
member family, co unting the
road crew. If your goal is to
be the best damn rock 'n'
roll band in the co untry,
then you stay together ."
Tenth,
produced
by
Stewart Levine , features ten
new Marshall Tucker originals including: 'It Takes Time,'
'Disillusion,' 'Gospel Singin'
Man.' 'Without You ' and
' Foolish Dreaming.' A stunning entry into a new
decade , Tenth establishes
the Marshall Tucker Band's
dominance in contemporary
music for another glorious
decade.

Missourians are being urged
to check the backs of their state
driver's licensE's for an important form, a form which
could ultimately save lives,
says the Kidney Foundation
during its annual March public
education campaign,
The form is an organ donor
card enabling individuals to
donate kidneys and other vital
organs when the organs are no
longer needed after death, Such
anatomical gifts ultimately
benefit patients with kidney
'failure and other diseases
whose lives depend on receiving

a donated organ for tranplant.
A critical need for donor
kidneys exists both nationally
and
locally.
The
Kidney
Foundation
estimates
that
14,000 people nationwide are
eligible for transplants but do
not receive them due to the
shortage of donor kidneys, In
Missouri, there are over 700
persons on artificial kidney
( dialysis) machines, many of
whose lives could be saved or
dramatically improved if a
suitable donor kidney were
available.

Who Says Black Holes Don't Exist?
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According
to
- Frank
Wallemann, President of the
Kidney Foundation of Eastern
Missouri & Metro-East, "Lives
are lost every year because
there aren't enough donations
of kidneys or other organs.
People need to become more
aware of how they can help
through organ donation. "

Anyone of legal age can
become an organ donor by
signing the back of the driver's
license in the presence of 2
witnesses also of legal age.
Persons under 21 can donate
organs as long as parents or
guardians serve as witnesses.

re
Pe

Persons without Missouri
driver's licenses can obtain a
wallet-sized uniform donor card
from the Kidney Foundation.
Space on the back of the Illinois
license allows for an organ
donor dot, also available from
the Kidney Foundation. As a
next step, individuals are encouraged to register their organ
donor wishes in the Lifeline
Registry,
a
computerized
listing of organ and tissue
donations.

YOl

"sp

~

For information, call or
write : Kidney Foundation of
Eastern Missouri & MetroEast, 7 North Brentwood, 8t.
Louis, Missouri 63105, No. (314)
863-5858.

TV COMP UlO G SERV ICES, IN C .

3 TACOS FOR $1.00
Sunday-5

Indi vidua l or group canoeing on a spring fed Ozark
stream 100 miles south of Rolla .

NORTH FORK RIVER· MARK TWAIN FOREST
CANOES, KAYAKS, CAMPING' FISHING· RELAXING

Coors &
Schlitz
On Tap

p.m.-9 p.m., Thursday-5 p.m.-9 p.m.

1011 Kingshighwoy

Rollo . MO
364-5171

.'

Thursday, April 3, 1980
By NANCIE GREENSTEIN,
CCRSWriter
Copyright, Collegiate
Consumer Reporting Service
(Editor's
Note:
The
Collegiate Consumer Reporting
Service, University of Arizona,
is designed to help college
newspapers report consumer
news of importance to students.
If you have information or ideas

concerning a specific consumer
issue, please write the CCRS at
1116 East Helen Street, Tucson,
AZ,85716.)
A IO-speed bicycle can be
your best friend - especially if
it's your major means of
transportation to and from
school and around town - so
buying the right bike can mean
the difference between hours of
pleasure
and
hours
of
frustration .
The first and most important
decision to make in getting a
new bike is where to buy it, says
Gary Fisher, associate editor
for Bicycling Magazine and a

(
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MISSOURI MINER
bike mechanic and racer for 15
years.
"Find a good neighborhood
dealer, especially if you don 't
know much about bicycles,"
Fisher says. A dealer will sell
you a bike that is fully
assembled instead of one in a
carton, which is how many
discount and department stores
sell them .

e

is fine to buy a bike you have to
assemble yourself," he continues, but you have to have the
tools, know how and plenty of
time. "The tools manufacturers
recommend
are
pretty
inadequate to do a proper job. It
takes special tools to make the
proper
adjustments.
The
average person can't completely assemble a bike without
ruining some part. "
The 3.8 million 10 speeds sold
last year all c~me with factory
warranties, also making the
dealer important. "A warranty
is only as good as the person
backing it," Fisher says and
almost
all
manufacturers '

Classified

warranties require the dealer to
set up the bicycle and provide a
service check-up within 30 days
of purchase. To find a dealer
with a good service record ,
check with the local Better
Business Bureau. It can tell you
how many consumer disputes a
business has had since January
1976 (the current reporting
period) . and how the business
responded to them. Word of
mouth is also a good indicator.
The 30-day service check-up
is important because after
riding a bike for a while you
may find you want to have some
minor adjustments made to suit
your particular needs and
riding style.
Once a dealer is found, buying
a bike that fits you physically is
the next step.
"It is more important to have
a bike that fits you right rather
than one made of exotic
materials," Fisher says.
A bike is the right size if you
can comfortably straddle the
horizontal frame bar with both
feet in low-heeled shoes on the
ground and there is no more
than an inch clearance between
your crotch and the bar, says
the Schwinn Bicycle Co. of
Chicago, IL.
The dealer can adjust the seat
and handlebars in any direction
to find a proper pedaling
position. The proper poSition is
when you can sit on your bike
and place the ball of your foot
on the pedal in the low poSition
while only slightly bending your

Before taking a new bike
home, you should road test the
brakes and make sure the gears
change smoothly.

knee, according to Schwinn.
The handlebars should be
about the same height as the
seat, and at least two inches of
the 5.eat post and handlebar
stem should remain inside the
frame to prevent lhem from
ever snapping off, says the
Consumer Guide to Bicycles
(Doubleday & Co. 1973>'

If you can't afford the price of
a new bicycle, a used one may
be a good bet. " But you should
know what you're doing," says
Fisher. "You can get one that's
worn out that will wind up
costing you a lot."

"The poSition you have to
assume to ride a bicycle with
turned down handlebars isn't
really a natural one," Fisher
says. "You should adapt to it
slowly and be aware that you
are adapting to it."

Used bikes are frequently
advertised in campus and local
newspapers and on bulletin
boards. Local police departments often auction off bikes
that have been abandoned or
stolen and left unclaimed.
But, as Fisher concludes, only
go this route if you know what to
look for.

Fisher goes on to say that the
weight of the bicycle is also an
important factor when it comes
to distance bicycling. Any
excess weight, like kickstands,
can make a big difference.

***************
** MAGIC MOMENTS **
**::It
**
**
**
**
**
*****************

Generally, the higher quality
the bike, the lighter it will be. A
more expensive model is made
of lighter materials, and has
lighter wheels and narrower,
higher-pressure tires - all of
which enables you to go faster
with less work, he says.

Fantastic 10/ 10 affair. Buy 10!
lPs. receive 11th one FREE .
FREE top 10 drawing . Pipes ,
clips , gift items , & more .
Across from T.J . Hall
on 63 North.
364·8797

J

Need something typed? I have an IBM Correcting Selectric and to speedy
lingers ready to type your term paper. dissertation, thesis, job application,
resume, or Great American novel (even il it has equations - ugh I l. Call
Peggy at 341-2399, evenings.

m.m . - I stillljaven't heard il you've quit smoking. How about it? P.S. I'll see you at summer school.

S .S.

JULIE 0 . : You have got to be the cutest thing ever to grace a P-Chem lab.
You make my entropy rise and my goggles steam up. How about a little
"spontaneous reaction" some weekend'!? D.L .
WANTED : 2 roommates (Iemale) lor this summer. Call Shelley 341-3560.

SI.oo

When you trade-in your ,nen's
10K gold high school ring for • . - .
on a Lustrium college ring,
America's newest fine
jeweler's alloy •••••••••.•..... ~ .

74.95

Just In
For Girls
& Guys

Your rebate. .. .•.•••• . ••• •••• . .•

11.05

Trade in your women's 10K gold high
school nng for $32.00 and buy your
Lustrium college ring for only 42.95
10K gold high school trade-ins also apply
on all Josten's 10K gold college rings.
OFFEItGOODTMU ..... 0tU

BIBS in White & Denim,
PAINTER PANT SHORTS,
and new pleated
CHINO PANTS
Russell's Town & Collage' 713 Pine SI. in Downtown Rolla' 36.01 -2323

"OSTEN'S
April 1st thru April 31 st

Campus Book Store
205

"

w.

12th Street

Rolla, Mo.
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Energy Conservation Begins With You
Have you ever wondered
what part you could play in
energy
conservation ?
Individual
attention
to our
nation's
growing
energy
problem is the first step
towards considerable cuts in
overall energy consumption,
and now is the time to start
participating.
The
Energy
Steering Board of Rolla may
have some suggestions and
answers for you.
Conceived last summer, the
Energy Steering Board began
meeting on 23 August 1979. The
board is City Council-approved,
and is composed of nine persons, each of whom play an
important role in city and
university
functions.
The
Board's goal is to minimize
total energy consumption of
Rolla by aiding individuals
desiring to cut energy use at low
costs, and by implementing
programs
that
encourage
proficient use of energy.
Every second and fourth
Thursday of the month, the
Energy Steering Board meets.
These meetings are open to the
public, and are held in the City
Council Chambers at 7:00 p.m.
Tonight, the Board will meet
and their guest speaker is from
Honeywell Corporation. The
speaker will discuss automatic
programs for control of energy
use and company-institution of
these programs. Participation
by students and introduction of
your ideas is especially encouraged and may be highly
useful!
The Missouri Department of
Energy wants to send a
returnable form to each homeowner residing in Missouri's
large cities. The form will show
people how to audit their own
home for energy efficiency;
learning energy characteristics

of their houses will aid folks'
interest in implementing lowcost, energy-saving ideas. Once
the forms are returned to
Jefferson City and processed,
they will provide state officials
with assistance for the design of
energy-conserving programs.
However, Jefferson City hasn't
completed the design of this
survey, and federal funds are
needeg.
Powell Lumber Company
compiled a packet of helpful
information
for
energyconcerned home owners. The
packet contains hints, common
sense ideas, that can be used at
relatively low-costs for the
consumer. Arkansas Power and
Light composed a book with
complete plans of how to build
an energy-secure home. These
companies are concerned with
our nation's dependency on
other
energy-producing
countries, and they realize that
nationwide energy conservation
must begin in one place : your
home.
The Energy Steering Board
has several sub-committees:
Energy Pattern Committee,
run by Dr,. Peter Martin, doctor
of Physics at UMR and informant of this article; Energy
Housing Committee, headed by
Dr. Karl Muhlbauer, respective
faculty member of UMR; and
Energy
Information
and
Education Committee, run by
Mr. William McComb, of the
USGS. These committees are
currently
stu(j,ying
Rolla's
energy problem, who to help,
and where to start conserving
energy.
Dr. Peter Martin was very
helpful
in
providing
in,
formation for this article. He
uncovered some interesting
facts about Rolla's electricity
consumption.
Dr.
Martin
compared Rolla's total electrical use for 1972-73 with the

city 's use in 1978-79. This is
what he found: commercial use
of electrici ty has increased 72
percent since 1973, with only a
12 percent increase of meters;
residential use is up 26 percent,
with a 14 percent increase of
meters; City Municipal Utility
use is up 15 percent with no
meterage increase; and UMR's
electriCity consumption is down
2 percent with no meter age
increase. (impressive, eh? l.
The Board is interested in the
reasons for this abrupt increase
in energy use, and how to get
the use back under control.
Dr. Muhlbauer intends to go
before City Council for approval
of the BOCA Code. BOCA
(Building Officials and Code
Administrators)
is
internationally
incorporated;
their code is aimed at energysaving programs and their
implementation feasibility. The
code, if adopted by Rolla, will
be effective for every new
building constructed in or by
the city .
Energy conservation starts
with YOU. If you ' re interested
or ' just curious, make an appointment with Dr. Martin in
physics, and Dr. Muhlbauer in
the Engineering MechaniCS
building,
or attend some
Energy
Steering
Board
meetings. Plant your seed of
interest and watch it grow into
helpful participation. We, as the
youth of this nation, have a
responsibility to our country
and its energy problem. We've
thought about it long enough;
now let's start taking the
necessary steps to preserve
what's left of our nation's
Autonomy.
TIPS FOR ENERGY SAVERS
(courtesyofFEAandERDA)
Windows and Doors - Check
for airtightness, weatherstrip
and caulk to minimize drafts
and energy loss. Consider in-

stalling
storm
windows.
CAUTION: Do not fully insulate
windows if your residence has
inner-wall
gas
heaters.
Asphyxiation may result. Close
off unoccupied rooms. DO NOT
shut vents if you have a heat
pump system.
Water Heaters - Turn off
electric water heaters, and turn
gas heaters to pilot. Schedule
your time so that you can turn
heaters on or up about an hour
before you need hot water.
Drapes and Sbades - Keep
these open on sunny days in the
winter. Close them at night.
Tbermostats - Set the dial at
65 degrees F during the day and
55 degrees F at night. Set at 55
degrpp~ F' wl)pT' von !Plwe your

home for long periods of time.
In summer. set air conditioners
at 78 degrees F. These
precautions will directly save
you money for fuel cost.
RECYCLE
Save our
nation's money that's used for
production.
Insulate hot-water storage
tank
and
piping.
Clean
sediment out of water heater
monthly.
For more information, please
write:
Tips for Energy Savers,
Energy Conservation Now,
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
They will provide you with a
free booklet and pamphlets_
Thanks for conserving!

Ediletter
Dear Bill:
Thank you very much for
subscribing to the Collegiate
Consumer Reporting Service.
Unfortunately, not all college
newspaper people are as
sagacious and progressive as
yourself. Consequently, we did
not
receive
enough
subscriptions to allow CCRS to
continue on its own.
Enclosed you will find our
greatest appreciation and your
check to us. We hope that, even
without CCRS. your publication

will continue to cover the
consumer and economic events
that so greatly influence our
lives. Not only will such
coverage benefit your readers,
lbut it will help your publication
.aswell.
Thank you very much for
your support, and good luck,
Sincerely yours,
Tom Low
Editor
Collegiate Consumer Reporting
Service
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Make Easter Sunday, sunnier. Take
Mom a flower for Easter or send
your love home--almost anywhere.

A LOUSY

99~

Here's a carry-out deal you can't refuse . Order
a large or medium pizza to go and we'll slip
two of these 32 oz. cartons of Coke around your
mitt for a lousy 99' more. Now that's a
carry-out deal you can't refuse. But hurry,
offer expires April 30, 1980.

SUNDAY, APRIL 6
Mal~e

someone " hoppy" with our " Easter Gannet
Gauquet:' It's filled with fresh Spring flowers ond
includes a tasty surprise ... our Easter Card unfolds to
reveal a recipe for "The Perfect Omelette:' We can
deliver anywhere in this area or almost anywhere
in the world through 15,000 affiliated Teleflorists.
The " Easter I30nnet Gauquet:' It's a beautiful
way to spread a little Easter joy.
N

GOdfather's PizzaTM
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
364-3214

1107 Pine
Rollo
364-3161

TELERORA
The 'M:Jy America

Sends love.-

"

Thursday, April 3, 1980
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Koenig's Kraziness

Redeeming Social Values
By BOB KOENIG
Okay,
here
it
comes
REDEEMING SOCIAL VALUE
(get them while they 're hot!
Limit three per customer. )
First I'd better explain, though.
Lately I've been having dreams
involving the Supreme Court,
this column, and the newspaper
writers of America. So this
week is going to be totally
serious! This edition should be
taken with a frown on your face,
because it's good for you.
This week's topic is your
future (or lack of one as the
case may be) . More specifically
that great step out into the job
market. To really narrow it
down I want to talk about what
a Junior or Senior starting out
to search for that first big job
can do that will help give them a
competitive edge.

really sweet person who would
probably be willing to give a
good grade to any student who
does even the least little bit of
outside work. Like for instance
someone was to give the class a
plug in the newspaper (ha, ha) .

Now I'll be serious with you.
265 is a good class and they 'll
teach you all the P's & Q's about
resumes and cover letters, as
well as answering any questions
you might have about grad
school or whatever. But! They
give you only the surface stuff
about layout and what to put
where. I mean let's be honest,
there 'are people out there lying
their heads off in the most
INGENIOUS WAYS just so that
they can make themselves look
better and take that good job
away from us. Now the only
chance a"decent honest person
like ourselves has to compete
GPA-wise, by the time any of
with that kind is to fight fire
us latter-day heroes have begun
with fire. Now surely you 're
our quest for the almighty
dollar, the damage has pretty . saying to yourself, I won't have
to do anyth"ing like that in order
well been done . So what can we
do? First off I'm going to let out to get a really good job. (That i~
if you're not already drooling
a Iittle-known and not often
publicized secret of the over the article wondering
when I get to the part about how
Engineering
Management
your
2.35 suddenly becomes a
Department. This secret is
3.25), Well to tell you the truth a
ENG. MG 265 hidden carefully
surprising number of students
away under the bland title of
can and do reap a great deal of
"Management . Practices". In
benefits from surprisingly
reality, this one hour class, until small distortions of the truth.
now hidden in order to benefit One of the groups, amazingly,
only this department's people (I with the most to gain is the
hope this doesn 't lead to any
majority of the folks with a 3.5
more death threats) , is or better.
designed to introduce a student
At this point I want to take
to the job hunting process. It time out to assure everybody
teaches the fundamentals of that this is really just my usual
resume writing and gives dry wit (some say parched),
insights into the nature and This is really a joke and I'm not
function of interviews. If you've really suggesting you do any of
had little or no experience with
this. At least not until you see a
the local method of job hunting competent medical authority.
(nobody was even the least bit
interested in how well I could
call hogs ) this class could be
just what you want. It's only one
hour and involves very little
work for the amount of info you
get. As it so happens the guy
teaching this semester is a

buy a set of rubber gloves, and his reputation this gentleman
sign a form releasing me related that the hair color was
from responsibility.
to give his " hair that " sunFirst off, if you've got a great bleached" look. He then showed
GPA and a normal mentality him his resume where the last
this means you probably entry under work experience
sweated your tail off getting it. read : Summer 1978: Canoe and
It
also means that you .Fishing Guide, BWCA, Quento,
dedicated yourself to school Canada. Presto Chango. Our
first and didn't let any other frail little genious is suddenly a
activities interfere with it. It hairy chested, two fisted
also means that your resume mountain man.
has NERD written all over it in
" Now, " you say looking at me
great big capital letters. It is a in shock, " he didn 't really lie
mystery to some (but not all) of to anybody. " Well you're right.
us why a company would hire a Lying is dishonest, just like not
healthy , outgOing person, with a paying taxes. But as any
3.00 over some hard working businessman will tell you, it's
fellow with a 3.85 who can't perfectly legal to minimize your
speak over three or four words losses. In other words, "It's not
of English (or any other what you say, it's how you say
language) and can't climb two
it." Lying isn't only dishonest,
flights of stairs without needing it's dumb. Suppose our friend
artificial respiration.
had never been to Canada and
For example I know of one an interviewer asked him some
fellow who graduated last year questions or even had been
with a 3.83. Now he had decided there himself. Well you might
to take "a vacation his last ask me. Don't interviewers
summer before going to work . know people try and make
Several summers previously themselves look good?" You
his family had taken a canoe bet. And if you can get away
trip to the BWAC ilhe Boundary with it, you 've probably got a
Waters Area Canada). They, I great career in business ahead
was told, traveled this water of you.
from the U.S. side up into
One thing I would do (if I were
Canada and using,the rivers as the sort who would stoop so low
roadways, traveled to lakes for mere money ; however, a job
that were near no roads. The in Colorado? ) is make such
summer before his graduation
he was hanging around home
dOing not much of anything and
his Uncle's family decided they
wanted to make the same trip.
So to make a long story short,
they asked if he wanted to go
along as "Guide" and they
would pay for his expenses.
I got this info from a mutual
friend who ran into this fellow
buying some hair color in a
drugstore and started to kid
him about it. In order to save
Buick Regal
Y-6 Economy
20 City /27 Hwy .

BY JEWELMONT~"

Nothing else feels like real gold
-=-~::::::::::::
~"9"~

0sley

(Cont. next week)

~A~"'

~~~.at.J»A
DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD
.
Mexico City Style
Steaks- Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla
364-1971

CanWeBuild
OneForYou??

Your fashion look with this
gracefu I. 14K yellow gold and
diamond pendant, designed
by Jewelmont. With Spring in
the air ... treat yourself to a
new look, for a new season.
DESIGN

rounding out of an otherwise
one-sided life look as good as
possible on paper and then
down play it somewhat if asked
about it during an interview. If I
was our Canadian adventurer
and I was asked about what I
had done, I would run a
weathered (see under salt,
subheading
brine)
hand
through my "sun-bleached"
hai r and squint as if trying to
see into the sun or sight on a
faint star and say " Not mUCh, I
would just take a party (notice
singular, we can't help it if he
jumps to hasty conclusions) out
from Quento north .. . " and
proceed to tell him all about the
lakes and rivers, gear, wonderful fishing area, etc., etc.,

gewelry

715 Pine Street Rolla, MO
Telephone 364-2142

Jeep CJ-7
Renegade

AMC Spirit
Lim ited Liftback

Olds Cutlass
Y-6 Economy
20 City/27 Hwy .

Buick Skylark-Oldsmobile Omega
NOW IN STOCK-WHILE THEY LAST
SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates.
' BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!

BUY ONE AND SAVE

Schweiss

Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 364 -1323
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 p.m .

Thursday, January 31,1980
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(Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices . Surely I can
work that one out! Recel!!ng a

Answers

Puzzle

A

~ ~

na

... ::II ILL II d

student's attention on t~e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
"ftmnJil!1ator thA nN\hI......

Thursday, April 3, 1980
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Groundwaves
This is the city : Rolla,
Missouri. It isn't a very large
city , but I like it. I work here. I
carry a badge. My name's
Friday.
It was a cool, bleary, March
Monday afternoon; I was
working the day shift out of
Central. The call came in at
3: 16 P .M . something had
happened at the corner of 16th
and Pine. I was on my way in
less than 30 seconds.
When I arrived at the scene I
observed
that
Officer
Munkowski had arrived before
me. He had the body of a
hysterical, frail, blonde, blueeyed, 2G-year-old coed held
tightly against him ; her small
but firm breasts pressed nearly
flat
against
one
large,
muscular,
hair-covered
forearm of his bear-like 5 foot 9
inch, 371 pound frame. The girl
was
gyrating
frenetically
against the massive police
officer but could not escape the
powerful grasp of the smiling
hulk.
I walked toward the pair
almost stumbling over the body
lying on the sidewalk in front of
them; entrails hanging from
what once was the chest and
upper abdomen; blood flowing
steadily from the large, gaping
hole, staining the grass red. A
lesser man may have been
affected, but not 1. I'd seen
worse: aftermaths of visits to
the Chancellor.
Arter a cursory examination
of what once must have been a
human being I turned my attention to the girl, still in the
grasp of Officer Munkowski
who was now starting to breath
more heavily as the girl continued to move about.

" Ma'am, do you think you
could calm down a little and tell
me exactly what happened
here," I requested coolly .
The girl stopped moving and
Officer Munkowski released
her, a rela xed, contented look
on his face.
" I -I'll try," she answered. " I
was walking home to my
apartment over on Seventeenth
Street and I saw .. .! saw ... Him, "
she pointed at the body,
"walking toward me. He
seemed like he was going
toward campus but when he got
here to the corner he stopped
and started raving. "
"Do you remember what he
said ma'am?"
"Yes, I think so. He said, 'Oh
my God! What have I done? I
swallowed it!' That's when he
grabbed me and started slobtook a
bering. 'First, I
wholebunchardrugs,' he said.
• the n I got h s i l k rjhaphajtayuvyg .. . '"
"Slow down ma'am. Just take
it easy," I interrupted. "Could
you say that again."
"That's what it sounded like.
Random sounds. And his arms
were
flailing
in
random
directions. And he was slobbering all over everything."
"Yes. That would explain the
saliva on the sidewalk," I interjected. "Is there anything
else?"
"I heard him say something
about a really important piece
of paper."
HAnd? "
" And-And, he-he said he had
to get it back to the world
somehow. By this time he was
worked into a frenzy and his
face was all red and then-and
then he ... just ... exploded. It was

as if he had swallowed a hand
grenade and it chose that
moment to go ofr."
"Yes ma'am. I've seen it
happen before. "
So, it was a piece of paper
that he had swallowed. I bent
down and looked carefully
through the remains. It was
relatively easy now; all of the
blood had drained out onto the
grass, only an occasional drop
formed in the remaining
vessels. It was only a few
seconds before I spotted the
paper underneath what looked
like the remains of a liver.
Pushing the organ aside with
my pencil I gingerly grabbed
the paper and wiped the bile
and stomach acid off against
the ground. I then unfolded it
and read :
Tonight Dale Hursh will be
sitting in for Dave Strahorn and
will be playing the latest from
the Heath Brothers-"Live at the
Public Theatre" on "Improvisations" at midnight.
After spring break Dr. 0
features "Lightning Hopkins"
by Lightning Hopkins on "Blues
for Rolla" followed by Mark
Foreman and "Quadrajazz'

with "Sea Level" by Sea Level
at midnight.
On Monday at midnight you
can hear Todd Rundgren's
album "A Wizard, A True
Star."
Tuesday'S Artist Feature
brings " The Doors" hosted by
Brett Bishop.
And on Wednesday Unkle
Dave will feature the "Brush
Creek Tapes" recorded live at
KUMR. Then at midnight Kirby
and "Underground Theatre"
will feature "Just Testing"
from Wishbone Ash.
And the best new album will
be the latest from Gary Bartz
Sunday on the "Soul Show."
The paper was signed "M-k." The two middle letters had
been partially eaten away by
the stomach acid.
"It's a shame."
"What ma'am?"

"His death. It was such ~
shame. I mean, he was so hip."
"Yes ma'am."
The story you have just read
is true. No names were changed
since there were no innocent.
"M--k" was buried over spring
break. In three weeks, the
results of that burial.
J .R.

III

QUALITY CLEAN ERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo. 65401
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now has a two for one sale.

ALL ADUL T T-SHIRTS
AND JACKETS. •

PORK
SANDWICH

Buy one get the second one
'( at the same price)

·1.09

fREEI

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, Mo.
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.
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Campus Book Store
205 West 12th Street

)
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CAMPUS BOOK STORE
Introducing our new

)

)

Rolla, Mo.
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UMR Baseball

Miners Romp
In the second game against
-Dan Nower started
~L In I!ueb"a11 ac~ last W~I pitddni fOr the Miners and Jeft
UJe Min~ 'e vened their teed (·tI!e'. e after 5 innings wt~
.J>y taking 3 out 01. 4 gam~ U1ey '~ahe4d 8-2. The ft!lners got
~la)'ed. ',:.
'1 run :In the :second inning. 118
Qn TIJ!lsday, March 25th, the ·· lU'~ Ji'uer~ scored and then
ners .. .aquared ..«f apkwt ;· in .tbe;third UMR added another
. vangel College at Springfteld, ~ is Mike ,Bennett homered
. o. for two games. In the first tying the game at two. Bennett
game, Jeff Walters started -as ~ 'again in the fifth inning
pitcher for the Miners and went after ' he had singled. But
the distance 88 UMR won 1-0. It Evlingel scored a run in the
,..,as Calybt Horhn who scored bottom .of the sixth inning again
the ~llIIipg r~as. h~ reached tying the iame at three.
tlase m tile fifth mruDg on a Evangel ·took the edge and the
fielder's choice and was forced game in the bottom of the eighth
Itome as Mike Bennett walked . as ~ey scored the game winwith the bases loaded. This was Ding run on a double and a
the only run the Miners scored single.
On Thursday, March 27,
though as Jeff Walters and
company went on the shut ageinst Maryville the Miner's
Evangel out HI.
bats started to smoke once

1

By JOHN CROW

\.

.' .

.Evansel,

~

a8ain 88 baseballs could be seen

flYing 811 over the field, In the

,~~

.J

'/

.

"

racked up some pretty impressive stats as they blasted 12
hits on their way to a 10-0 romp.
Overall, things look op-

Sports

.

";1.
firit "game the Miners won 15-8
~ ".
as. Joe Feldnian pitched s·tnn1ngsof scOreless ball allowini
~,.. .f'
oilly ope bit. Feldman was
"
j."
. relieved qy Steve Phegley who
came, on for the save alto
holding MaryVille scorele.sa .
.,.
Bennett tied a conference
record 88 he went 5 for 6 with 8
RBIs including a home run.
,
~ pounded out 16 hits for the
. day.
~
The second game w~s much
the same as the first. Riecbm8n
started on the mound for the
Miners and pitched four innings
of one-hit baseball before
Roland A. St. John came on in
relief. S1. John went untouched
as Maryville could not squeeze
Rick 'Welsh
a run or hit out of the stingy _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Miner ballclub. UMR again

Mel U b
-

Athlete of the Week

timistic
the Miners
as of3
late.
Thefor
B-Ballers
have won
out of their last 4 games and _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
have faired well at the plate.
Pitching has also been a key
This week the M-CIub has selected Rick Welsh as the Athlete of
factor in the Miners success as the week. At the Delta State Relays, in Cleveland, Mississippi,
evidenced by the 1, 2, and 3-hit Rick had the fastest time in the prellminary of the 440 Ingames that have been hurled termediate hurdles in his first complete mght of hurdles of the
year. He then came back to win in the finals with a time of 56.46.
recently.
Congratulations Rich.

Thursday, April 3, 1980
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MIAA Pitcher Of of the Week
MIAA RELEASE
Around the MIAA: Mother
Nature took over the schedule
this past week, washing out
/TIost of the week 's action, including all three conference
doubleheaders ...SEMSU
at
SWMSU will be made up either
9 or 10 April , with no makeup
dates set yet for LU at UMR a nd
NEMSU at NWMSU ... SWMSU ,
NWMSU and CMSU didn't play
at all aur:ng the week ... the
Mules were washed out of a pair
with Mo. Valley and a trip to the
Missouri
Western
was
Classic ... NWMSU
weathered out of games with
Valley City State and Washburn
in addition to the league
pair ... NEMSU's only action
was a 4-3 single game loss at
Quincy ... LU dropped a 4-0, 5-3
twinbill to Westminster ... Jerry
Mick weRt 5 of 6 in the two
games but had half his team 's
hits ... he hammered two doubles
to set the new LU career mark
at 21 in that departmenl. .. the
Tigers have been issued just
one walk in their last six
games ... SEMSU, which faces a
busy week with four home
doubleheaders
this
week,
dropped a 3-0, 3-2 twinbill to
Western Illinois and then
dropped a 6-5, 7-6 makeup
doubleheader to Missouri-Sl.
Louis ... UMR has won 5 of 6
since the Miners returned from
Florida with steady pitching
Feldman and Jeff
from
Walters ... UMR
split
with

Evangel, winning 1-0 and losing
4-3, and then pounded Maryville
College 15-0 and 10-0 .. . third
baseman Mike Bennett had a 7
for 21 week with 8 runs batled
in, including a 5 for 6 game with
a homer and 6 RBI's against
Maryville ...it was the second
lime this season the league
mark for hits in one game has
been tied .. . NEMSU's Chr iss
Williams had five safeties for
the Bulldogs MarCh 15 against
Paul Quinn on the Texa~ Irin
Conference
Standings
through 3-30-80 :
Northern Dlvtsion
MIAA Pct. Overall Pct.
Northwest Missouri
0-0

7-5

.583

.000 3-3-1

.500

.000

Central Missouri
0-0

Northeast Missouri
0-0

...

.000

2-6

.250

Southern Divtsion
MIAA Pct. Overall Pct.
Southwest Missouri
7-4 .636
0-0 .000

Missouri-Rolla
0-0

6-6

.500

.000 4-7-1

.375

.000

Southeast Missouri
0-0

Lincoln University
2-7 .222
Schedule : March 31 - Sl.
0-0

.000

MIAA P layer of the Week:
RUSS DEAL, SE Missouri, C,
Soph., Sikeston, Mo ... hatted
.700 (7 of )1)) in SEMO's four
John's (Minn . ) at CMSU,
Evangel at SWMSU , Greenville
at SEMSU , NEMSU at Westminster; April 1 - NEMSU at
William Jewell, Simpson at
NWMSU , LU at CMSU; April 2
- North Dakota at SEMSU ,
Evangel at UMR; April 3 CMSU at UMR, North Dakota
at SWMSU ; April 4 - Millinkin
atSEMSU .
League Doubleheaders for
Saturday, April 5 (all 2 p.m.
starts): Central Missouri at NE
Mission, SW Mlssiouri at
Lincoln, UM-Rolla at SE
Missouri.

games during week, with two
doubles, one homer and four
RBI's .
MIAA P itcher of the Week :
J OE FELDMAN, UM-Rolla, P ,
,!r ., Marthasville, Mo ... Coming

off a one-hitler in this previous
start, Feldman fired a two-hit
shutout
against
Maryville
College for his third win of the
season, taking over the league
lead in that departymenl.

REY ::===:====-

SPORT sbop~~o:~~

Running Shorts
And Tops
JUST ARRIVED!
New Running Shoes
by Nike and Brooks

Softball Supplies
Weight Lifting
Frisbees

Thursday, January 31, 1980
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student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by IitUe the professor

equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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Craig Virg In To Participate in Fun Run
By SCO'IT WILLIAMS

Coming to Rolla, April 20, is a
small town boy with a big
reputation. This twenty-five
year old athlete was a member
of the 1976 United States
Olympic Track Team, a recent
winner of the world cross
country championship in Paris,
and is the U.S. hopeful for the
Ten Kilometer Run at the 1980
Olympic Games in Moscow. His
name is Craig Virgin .. Virgin
started his running career while
attending high school in
Lebanon, Illinois, thirty miles
east of st. Louis. He ran the twomile there in 8:41 , setting a
national high school record.
Virgin received his higher
education at the University of
Illinois where he continued his
superior running efforts. Today he is one of the best upcoming distance runners in the
world.
But why is he stopping in
Rolla, Missouri?? Craig will be
one of the key participants in

organization which encourages
the most entrants. Eligible
campus organizations include
fraternities, university dormatories,
eating
clubs,
professional
and
service
fraternities, as well as· any
other organization eligible for
participation in intramural
sports as dictated by the
guidelines established by the
intramural office. Students
traveling from other campuses
can be·counted, as well as little
sisters or anyone else who
chooses to compete for you.
Along with the trophy will be a
$25 gift certificate.

the Rolla College-Community
Fun Run. The Rolla Kiwanis
Club has organized this five
kilometer (3.1 miles) road race
to raise money for a public, allweather track. The race is open
to both members of the college
campus and the local community, with the money raised
from a $3.00 entry fee being
used for the track fund. Also the
first 400 entrants are guaranteed a race T-shirt. The event is
being sponsored by Grellner
Sales and Service and the Miller
Brewer Co. and coordinated by
Pi Kappa Alpha and UMR
CircleK.
One hundred and fifty
trophies will be awarded,
almost all of which Craig Virgin
could probably win if he were to
be . a serious entrant. The
running classes include ones for
children, elderly enthusiasts,
men, women, individuals, and
five member teams.
A special participation trophy
is to be awarded to the campus

combined time will win its
class, provided each team
member has run the full five
kilometers.
Runners
can
compete both as individuals and
as team members.
Entry forms are available
from Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity located across the street
from the Bullman Multipurpose
Building at Ninth and Bishop
Streets.
Craig Virgin will give a short
talk on running tips and good
health before the Fun Run gets
under way. The race will begin
promptly at 1:30 p.m. on April
20 (the Sunday before Greek
Week) at the Rolla Middle
School on Soest Road. Runners
will pick up their race packet
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Anyone who would like to beat
Craig Virgin, wear light clothes
and quick shoes - he runs a 13:23
five kilometer (4: 17 minutes a
mile) !!

The remainder of the trophies
will go for individual and team
competition. An individual in
each of the 14 individual classes
will win a trophy. An
organization can enter as many
runners for anyone team as it
wants, but the top five finishers
will makeup the official team.
The team with the lowest

Why is this man smiling? You 'd be
smiling too il you won as many
races as Craig Virgin.

Cindermen Finish Third In Delta St. Relays
By GERRY GOEKE
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The UMR Track Team
traveled
to
Cleveland,
Mississippi last weekend to
compete in the Delta State
Relays. The Miners did very
well, finishing third out of eight
teams. Mississippi State won
the meet with 147 points ,

Mississippi College took second
with 74, UMR was close behind
with 70 points, Delta State
finished a distant fourth with 39
points, and Ole Miss, Alcorn
State, Southwestern U. at
Memphis, and Southeastern
Louisiana closed out the field.
Individually , Rich Welsh was

the only Miner to win an event,
as he finished first in the 440yard Hurdles in 56.46 seconds.
Mike Brags finished second in
the Triple Jump with a 42-foot,
81h-inch distance, Jesse Heath
was a runner-up in the 22G-Yard
Dash, finishing in 23.8 seconds.
Mike Parsons finished fifth in
that same event for the Miners,

crossing the tape in 25.98 Rick
Lux took third in the 440,
finishing in 50.36, Bill Loving.
took third place in the Shot Put
with a 43-foot, 4-inch put. Greg
Harvey took fifth in the same
event, with a distance of 42 feet,
11 inches. He followed that up
with a third in the Discus,
heaving it 111 feet, 4 inches, and

Dan Brown took fourth place in
the Mile Run, as he was clocJted
at 4:3l.60.
The Miner Cindermen will
continue their outdoor season
this Saturday, traveling to
Elston, illinois to take part in
the Principia Invitational.
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To the l oldl.,. at Fort Leonard Wood
You',. the b••t In the world that's understood .
McDonald's I, delighted to be clo,. to you.
Watch for our open ing In St. Robert , Mlnou .

HOTCAKE HULLABALOO
Thru April 18 , 1980 , buy a hotcakes
and sausage .ntree , get additional
hotcake. FREE. All you can eatl

APRIL CONTEST OF THE MONTH
Mak e u p a jingl e extolling McDonold's , tt s pro ·
duels , s.rvic e . clean liness . cr."", . otm os p.... r • . e lt .
Musl b. a t""'o liner .
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, ·------~--------~~-------- I
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o ul . tur n in 10 cI.rks .

I. Ihe unde rsi g ned , r.linqu ish all righls to t he
jing le above .
Nome _________________________

,

'

Khoury Llttl. Leagu. Sign Up

Telep"'one -...,--,---c-cc-= ,"""",,--'-"-Mus l be lurned in by April 19 , 1990. Five finali s ts
to be published in May c a lendar . Five Big Mo"
fr_ lor eoc'" jingle publ is"'ed .

Gre.k Week
April 19 to April 26

A pril 5 , JC Depot , 9 0 .m ,· 4 p .m ,

WEDNESDAY
IMITATIO N NIGHT
Im ilol e a movie slo r·w in a
bog of fr i., . Im ilote o n
onimo l·w in a burger .
Im llol. a laugh ing h yena .
""'in a break fa st . 6-9 p.m .
"To .ns ur. a pleasan t
s. pring nlghl .
Treat .... r to o ur Sundae
Delight ."
SLOGAN NIG HT

JOK E NIGHT

"Ther.·s more in Ih. middl.
a lan Egg McMullin than o n
egg in ,h. m iddl. o f a
muffi n ,"

Get a ch uckle· ""'in a bog o f
fr ies . Make us lo ug h· "",in a
breakfas t.
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

BU88LE GUM NIGHT 2
I" bu bbl. ·w in a bog of
fries . 3" b u bbl.·win a
burg . r. 5" b ub bl. · "",in a
breo kfo s l .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
" A Mc Donold's breakfos.1 is

a s ign
you 've d iscovered what's
d ivi n . ...
8 UBBLE GU M NIGHT
1" bybbl.-w in a bog 01
l ries . 3" bub b le-win a
burg.\;:o~~ ~~~~· win a
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

9

CANDLELIG HT NIGHT

SATURDAY
~

GOLDEN ARCHES CLU8

"A rltghl 01 the Waldorf 01
McDonold's pr ices."
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

Arc hie (G A No. 11 0 ). "My
son J im ""'ill be in the
hospital a lo ng ti m . ...

"Wo nt 10 s ee love light up
"'er . y. s .
To Mc Do nald's , treat he r
"",ilh ftl.s ."

8 ill (G A No . 111 ) , "Why ,
ho v.. you seen th. doctor? "
Archi., " No . T"'e nurs . ...

CANDlHtGHT NIGHT

10

Llo yd . " Hov.n·1 I shoved
you b.for. s ir? "

Dew.y Allgood . "Th is
liniment mok.5 my arm
sma r t."
8 i11y K.y . 'Wh y nol rub

12
Sha ron Martin, " 1 went to
5•• a spirituo lisl lo st
nighl ."
._.
D. bbi. Hoffm.ist.r. 'W o s

Say II In 2 seconds· win a

"At McDon old's it's a ll joy

"Pl eosing cu s to mers Is

"Love rs quarrel g. 1 o n 11'1 .

sa m . o n your head ! "

Sharo n ,

bog of fri. s.
6 p .m .. 9 p.m .

a nd loug ht. r .
They ole th. gr.ot food

nOlh lng ne"",
J us t natu ra l for.. o ur sup.r

track
Solve your pro blem s ove r a

"Lim it 19 s undaes to
cuslom.r. "

"Th

Congratulation. UMR
Leagy. Champlon,hlp Swim T.am. UM. ,wlmm.n
Don How., and Don Fearon nom" AII·Am.rlcan,
at NCAA Djwl,Jon II National Swim M..t.

UMR Men ', Intramural.
Athlel. of the W ••k
Ern ie G r.e r-A8S
Mike Fort un • . Sigmo Nu

Teom o l Ih. W_k
Campus Club
Kappa Sig

UMR Women', Intramural.
Athl.t. of theWe.k

Teom o f the W. .k

·~o~~t?~edium." ~:~i~·;:~:~;~~~·~~SegO
7

999 d

cr:::yO~neSS ~~~u~

0

UMR Intramural Tug O' War
Champlon,· 1910
Sigma PI
UMR Women's Intramural lask.tball
Relay, Champlons-191O
Zeta

Customer in choir . " Noh . I
go t th is scar in Nom ,"

11

"A 8 ig Mac, a s ha ke a nd
Ihou ."
6 p .m .·9 p .m .

5

DAVE'S 8ARBER SHOP
(Ro llo's Cli p Jolnl )

I

UMR M t
1s t Ploc • . Bob M.rlz

Chi Omega

H

t

Lo~t~7:'lg :o~s
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UMR MEAL PLA N
Bob Schneid. r and his
lIonc. in a ha mmock

13

on~"i~~::~ht;nk!Siiffy

SLOGAN NIG HT
U
"Two all beef patti.s.
sp.d o l sauce , I."uc. .

ch:e::~:~~I:;~~~~.~. on diSOP7;::~~0p~~~klosl.
Say il in 2 seconds ·"",in
bog of Iri.s .
6 p .m .·9 p .m .

UMR MEAL PLA N

Cord :r~:~~ ~:?: ~g ~f5 TO NG UE TWISTER NIGHT 16
fr ies.. Coin Iritk ."",in a
I of 3·w in a bag of fr ies .
burg.r . Mok. yourself
Right lSi time·win a

20

SLOGA N NIGHT

0

"ev.rybody lov.s a w inn.r
Big Moes a nd Iri.s n umber
on. di nner ."

21
CAll O F THE WILD

Mike And.rson . "Th. re is
one "",ord that will make
m . the ho ppi. s , ma n in Ihe
"",orld . Will you ma rry me ?"

"C"'oo,y ch. es. choosers
a l"",o ys soy ("'_se pleas.
"",hen t hey choos. th.
chees. in t .... che.s.
burg.rs at Mc Donold·s."

Coed , " No ."
Mlk. And.rson , 'Thot' s th.
word! "
UMR MEAL PLAN

27

Coed , "Hov. you been up
h.'ore 11'1 . dean?"
Mall Slone , "01'1. I don' t
know . Who' time do.s h.
~I up? "

Say it In 2 seconds· "",in a
bog of Iries .
6 p .m .. 9 p.m .
WH ISTl ER 'S NIGH T

21

22

NIG~ T

Wolf ho"",I·"",in a bo g of
Irl.s . Tarzan yell ."", in a
burg.r . Coyo t. "'owl ·"",in a
breaklOsl .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
'Why . oh "",hy . do w.
conl inu. 10 gro"'"
Com. 10 McDonald's . you'lI
be In 11'1. know ."
LAUGH NIGHT

29

Wolf "",h istl.· w in a bog of
l ries . Whisll. Dill; ie -w in a
bu rg.r.
6 p .m .·9 p.m .

Lough lo r 30 s econds· "",in a
bog 0 1 Iri e s. Lo ugh fo r a
m inUI. _w in a burger
6 p.m .. 9 p _m .

" UMR sludents fro m va rious
notio ns
Seen 01 McDono ld' s for
Ih.ir food •• nso tlons ."

··Su ndo.s or. good lor
mental r uts
M( Donold's are s.n sotionol
cov.red ""'ith nu t' ."

6

~~=.~!o;~~.

~:6.~~!~~~~~ :~~:T 17
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

"H.r.·s to McCh itk e n, a
d.ll g htf ul r. past .
It's quo lily a nd los t. mode
il popular 'ost ."

"In Ih. re Slouro nt fI . ld
McDonald's. on elev. n ,
The food and s e rvlc.U ke
man na fr o m heave n ."

I of 3·"",in a bog 0 1 fries .
3 of 3·w in a burge r .
6 p.m .· 9 p .m .

CA NDLElIGHT NIGHT 2~
"W ho sa ys yo u have 10 b.
a s rich a s Rock ef.ll er to
.nioy condl.lig"'t d ining ?"
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .

" Thos. "",ho lik. 10 eat in
Iheir ( o r
Service at o u r d rive· lhru ,
best by for .

"To those who Iry our Filet
o Fish
SOl isfoction a bound s
beyond th.ir ""'i sh.

QU IZ NIGHT

23

HULA HOOP NIG HT 30
1 "'oop·w in a bog 01 fr i.s .
3 hoops ."",in a burg.r.
S.n.or Ciliz e n . 1 hoop-"""n
a breaklost .
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
" Truck .rs know food's on
.nergy source.
Th.y eot Q uort.r Pound.rs
and frl.s for a d inner
eol.4,fs. :·

Sarah Pres ion . " 8 e ' ore

N~!

R i9h~E~~sE~:rR~~ns

0/

olmosphe~~c~~~ o nly liv. mo~~~~: ~~ ~~~:htt~ be

Ann;:I:s~:r:;;.. ·:'And
no"",T '
Sa rah . "H. k nows t he
reason "",hy ."

9 J.

341 ·2 180, ask lo r' Sha ron or
mana ger .
McDonold's birt hda y co kes.
a va ila ble for hom. porl i. s .

p ,L

19
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Ans.w ••••
Nom e _

Fill o ul & hand to monog. r.

25

26

Ro y Riggs . " I "'ear m y s on
has o "",ed yo u lor a s uil for
3 yeors ,"

"Jeann. Wolf has a
wonde rfu l h usbond ,"
"Vea h . Ho"",'s Iho t?"
"He ... . Ips h. r do a ll th.
work . Mo nday h. was hed
d is h.s "", il'" h. r. Tu.sday h.
d usled "",ilh her &
to mo rro w he's going to
mo p Ih e fl oor "",ith her ."

Ru ssell (m en's shop). "V.s
s ir . Hov. you called fa
s."I. Ih. occounl? "
Riggs . " No , I'd lik. a su il
myself o n th. sam . t. rms ."

CREW BlitTHDAYS
81RTHDAV PARTI ES
We COI.r to a ll og.s . No
fuss ! No muss ! Coli us l

a

br.oklost.

A prll3 rd· Ao ron Weinbaum
April 7Ih. L1so Stro us.r
April9t h.Wol loc. Hav ila nd
A pril 17 lh ·Koren Chrisl.n s.n
Aprl l2Oth .Michoel &o ll.ng.r
April2ls l. POl ricio 8yrd
April 23rd ·lllo no Horr,s

4th Ploc. ·Scoll Sokolosk i·20 8 ig Moet
51 1'1 Ploc. · Liso Zi.gler. IO Big Mo"

,!!~~:~~~~gc;::::~o!;:n::~

1Sf . Thr . . Way Ti. ; Mia Cordeli . Joy Skolnick . Roy
Luechtefeld. Nell;I S.ven ; Sora Bold , Dionne
Woody. Luke Hodg. , Lindo McDonald, Louisso
Wagner . Rich L. Davis. . O . Wagn.r
S~retary of the Month

JOAN SIGLEY
S.cre1arle, Corner
S.".tor ie s Day is Wednesday . April 23. NSA is
sponsoring a seminar 01 Ihe Manor Inn in Rollo . o n
11'101 da y. Send YOUR sec r.lory . Call Norma 01
341 ·4202. Regulor mo nl ... ly meel ing on April S.
The m e is "Tim. Mo nogem.nt". Call 341 -4172 .

,for Grade & Junior High School
"O n "",hieh .Id e 0 1 the pilcher is the hondl.?"
Answ. r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sign / Sta n .
Ari. s ' Diomond
Ari.s / Diomond
Ari. s / Diomond
Ari. s / Diomo nd
Arie s/ Dia mond
Tau r us/ Diamond
Tau r us/ Diamond

Crewperaon of the Month
KIM BOECKER

Nome __~------------~------Fill out oo d g lv. 10 m onoger.w ln a bog 01 'r ie s .
Kid s. walch lor Rona ld's Ro und· up in th. Ro llo
Do ily Ne""'s Mini Page Section . Wrile a poem or
d ro"", a pictur., o nd if w. feature it you'lI w in a
Happy Meal. Bring .ntries 10 McDonold·s ·Rollo ,
includ. nome . address . age . Eoch "",_k', feature
will be> chosen W.cIne,doy morning.

